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SUMMARY
The performance of services offered by network operators has a direct impact on its reputation, on its rev-
enue due to new customer subscriptions, and also on penalties that can apply when services are not provided
to an acceptable quality level. Previous research on business-oriented network and service optimization has
mainly focused on optimizing individual business indicators, such as profit and revenue, in isolation without
analyzing the effect on network configurations and the subsequent impact on other indicators. Given that
different business objectives are usually incompatible, a single network configuration cannot optimize them
simultaneously. Determining the configuration and the associated trade-offs that satisfy multiple objectives
is a complex task. This paper addresses this gap and presents a framework that derives policy configura-
tions that optimize the business value of the network infrastructure. We describe a methodology to quantify
business functions considering the dynamics of network events, the dynamics of end-user service usage, the
nature of the business indicators, and their relationships with the underlying control methods. The proposed
approach addresses the complexity of the target problem through a surrogate-based optimization approach
properly tailored to match our application domain needs. We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach through experimentation in a simulation environment we developed over OPNET. Copyright ©
2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
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1. INTRODUCTION
Differentiated services (DiffServ) have been proposed as a scalable approach for providing quality of
service (QoS) in IP networks. The core philosophy is grouping traffic with similar QoS requirements
into a limited number of service classes, allocating bandwidth to these classes, and differentiating
their forwarding treatment throughout the network. While different QoS levels can be provided, the
absence of control over traffic can result in resource starvation and network congestion. Internet ser-
vice providers (ISPs) operating DiffServ networks can use advanced policy-based control mechanisms
to prevent and resolve network congestion, to control service subscriptions and invocations, and to
perform dynamic traffic engineering functions for QoS management [1]. In this context, policies
are decision-based rules implemented in the network elements and management systems to provide
flexibility and constrained programmability of the management functions.
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Although service management solutions have proven to be efficient in providing QoS guarantees, the
requirements, methodologies, and incremental efforts to elevate the business value of ISPs operating
DiffServ networks and other QoS-oriented domains have remained almost unexplored.
In previous work, we developed an analytical approach for automatically deriving service control
policy parameters for DiffServ QoS management, from a business-level perspective [2], with the use
of business indicators (BIs), which are indicators that reflect the business strategies of the ISPs. This
previous work took a step towards bridging the gap between business value and configuration man-
agement by considering the influence of BIs when generating configuration policies. This is realized
by a set of linear mapping functions that take into account the impact of BIs over service management
policies. Administrator-assigned weights of importance are given to each BI, which are used to derive
policy parameters. The mapping functions, however, are simple and may not necessarily result to opti-
mal policy parameter values, mainly because of the possibility of contradictory business objectives.
Consider, for example, two representative BIs that relate to the following: (a) the volume of service
subscriptions and (b) the level of service satisfaction. A network operator prioritizing the former BI
will have a higher economic benefit by taking actions to maximize the number of subscribers. These
actions, however, could have a negative impact on service satisfaction because an excessive number
of users could eventually cause resource starvation by injecting too much traffic into the network.
Consequently, it is necessary to develop appropriate mechanisms that can determine trade-offs between
BIs and also to ensure that the underlying policy-based control mechanisms optimize the BIs according
to administrative strategies.
This paper presents two novel contributions: (i) an offline optimization framework that provides
feedback to network operators in the form of a catalogue of policy configurations that optimize the
business value of a given network infrastructure and (ii) a surrogate model that can effectively deal with
the complexity and dynamic constraints inherent to the optimization of BIs addressed in this research.
The optimization framework proposed in this paper represents business strategies with BIs, which
are monitored and modeled as objective functions of measurable parameters of the managed system.
For this, the framework takes into account the dynamics of network events, the diversity of enforceable
QoS management actions, the dynamics of end-user service usage, the nature of the BIs, and their
relationships with the underlying control methods.
In order to derive optimized policy configurations, the framework uses optimization techniques.
Optimization is the procedure of finding and comparing feasible solutions until no better solution can
be found [3]. More specifically, our framework uses multi-objective optimization (MOO) techniques
because multiple objectives need to be optimized simultaneously. In this work, the term objective
refers to a BI, and the term solution refers to policy values that optimize one or more BIs according to
administrative preferences. Determining the most optimal solutions relies on search techniques from
which evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been found to be efficient in locating solutions close to the
global optimum, even in highly rugged search spaces [4].
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based techniques that perform multidimensional search and
can find more than one solution within an execution. In this work, the term population refers to policy
configuration values that are considered in the search space. However, despite their success, EAs have
limitations when solving computationally expensive optimization problems. Because of the dynamics
of network events and service provisioning as well as the range of values configuration policies can
take, the optimization of multiple BIs falls under this category of problems. This issue can be addressed
by surrogate1 models such as the ones proposed in the literature [5–8]. Most of these solutions have
been developed to solve specific problems, the most successful of which is Pareto efficient global
optimization (ParEGO) [6] as it has managed to solve problems that cannot be solved with the other
models. Nevertheless, existing techniques are only effective when the number of function evaluations
has at most 10 variables [6,9], which are not adequate for the problem addressed in this work; for
example, more than 10 policy variables may need to be evaluated. The definition of a surrogate model
for BI optimization with dynamic constraints is also a core contribution of this paper.
1Also known as metamodels, emulators, reduced models, approximate models, and response surface models
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This paper presents the policy optimization framework, the surrogate optimization model, and their
implementation as an overall solution. The solution is implemented in the OPNET network simula-
tor toolkit and additional software that has been developed to assess the framework’s functionality.
The system is evaluated with a scenario that describes the practicality of the system as well as the
necessary elements for its usage. The system derives a catalogue of policy configurations, which repre-
sents the most ideal policy configurations a network operator should deploy in the underlying network
infrastructure to effectively implement the network operator’s business guidelines.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a simple business-driven management
approach. Section 3 describes the optimization framework. Section 4 provides details of the surrogate
model, and Section 5 presents the experimental validation of the solution. Section 6 presents related
work in the area. Finally, Section 7 concludes with directions for future work.
2. A SIMPLE BUSINESS-DRIVEN MANAGEMENT APPROACH
2.1. Admission control for service management
As previously proposed in the literature [1], ISPs operating DiffServ networks can realize service man-
agement functionality by performing admission control (AC) at different timescales. Static AC has
centralized offline functionality and controls the number and type of service subscriptions. A num-
ber of configurable parameters can prevent network overloading while maximizing subscribed traffic.
Such parameters define service satisfaction factors (i.e., service rates (SRs)), service quality levels,
subscription limits, and AC strategies for subscription requests.
Dynamic AC, on the other hand, implements distributed service invocation logic at network
ingresses and controls the number of active services as well as the volume of admitted traffic at
run time. To regulate the traffic entering the network, dynamic AC functionality defines config-
urable thresholds that signal critical levels of traffic and subsequent actions for adjusting the SRs and
controlling the invocations of subscribed services.
2.2. Business-driven admission control
In previous work, we developed an approach for automatically deriving AC parameters, as part of a
policy refinement process, from a business-level perspective [2]. This approach took a step towards
bridging the gap between business value and configuration management by considering the influence
of BIs when generating relevant configuration policies.
The adopted policy refinement process is based on a set of high-level objectives specific to service
management functions. Such objectives aim, for example, to control the subscription volume, the ser-
vice quality, and QoS degradation. These objectives are achieved by low-level policies that perform
AC and regulate SRs. All in all, these low-level policies achieve the business goals of ISPs, which are
specified in terms of BIs.
Business indicators can be used by service providers to define their preferences in achieving specific
goals. They relate to service management objectives (SMOs) and subsequently control the configu-
ration parameters of derived policies. For example, consider three types of BIs that can potentially
be used by a service provider: service satisfaction, profit, and loss. The first is directly linked to the
level at which a service is perceived by the user, for example, contractual rates, service quality, and
availability, whereas the last two relate to the revenue generated by contracted services.
Profit is directly proportional to the subscription volume, because more subscriptions imply higher
revenue, but it is inversely proportional to quality because with lower quality levels (e.g., in terms of
bandwidth), more services can be accommodated in the available resources. Although more profit can
be generated by oversubscribing, the risk of not delivering a service to the contracted quality level
increases. This has a negative impact on the service satisfaction BI, which is directly proportional to
the service quality.
The service satisfaction BI also relates to SMOs that control QoS degradation, new service invo-
cations, and active services. High levels of satisfaction imply above-average SRs for active services,
high service availability in terms of invocation requests, and late QoS degradation preventative actions.
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Figure 1. Relationships between business indicators (BIs), objectives, and policies. SM, service
management
Profit can be negatively influenced by penalties that an ISP has to pay when a service is not delivered to
an acceptable standard, that is, service-level agreement (SLA) violations. High losses can be incurred
by a very early (poor usage of resources) or delayed (increased risk of congestion) QoS degradation
prevention actions and also by providing below-contractual-average SRs.
It is evident that a number of trade-offs can be considered when achieving the various SMOs. Based
on the relationships described previously, we have developed an approach for deriving configuration
policies and associated parameter values that reflect the importance of the defined BIs; this is based on
the three-level hierarchy depicted in Figure 1. For the sake of clarity, only two BIs are illustrated at the
upper layer where each is assigned with a weight representing its importance in achieving a business-
level objective. Weights take values from 0 to 1, with the former signifying the least importance of a
BI to an ISP.
The BIs are directly linked to individual SMOs that they influence. It is common for a BI to apply
to more than one SMO as shown in the left part of Figure 1. In this case, the developed approach
assumes that the impact of that BI on the relevant SMOs is of the same magnitude, that is, W2 D
W21 D W22. The impact of an indicator is represented with a set of mapping functions, which take
the associated weight into account. These are used during the refinement process to derive the value
of policy parameters according to the business-level objective. The approach treats the effect of those
indicators independently by providing separate weighted linear mapping functions, for example, for
W11 and W21. The resulting value of a policy parameter is determined by averaging the output of
individual functions.
2.3. Limitations
The policy refinement process outlined earlier has taken an important step towards bridging the gap
between business value and configuration management. However, because of its analytical basis, it
lacks the operational means to define quantitatively the fulfillment of high-level objectives. Dynamic
network conditions, traffic management operations, run-time execution of policies, and service invo-
cation dynamics are some of the key elements that should be taken into account when deriving policies
that maximize business value in practice. Furthermore, the simplicity of the linear mapping functions
defined between BIs and service management policies may not necessarily result to optimal policy
parameter values, especially in front of contradictory business objectives. As such, the objective of the
approach presented next is to extend and improve prior work by addressing these limitations.
3. BUSINESS-DRIVEN POLICY OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
This section describes the policy optimization framework, which includes the components of the policy
optimization framework and a concrete methodology to evaluate BIs quantitatively.
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Figure 2. Policy generation framework. BI, business indicator; SLA, service-level agreement
3.1. Components of the policy optimization framework
The proposed solution is based on an offline policy optimization framework, the main objective of
which is to generate a catalogue of service management policies that optimize the business value of
the network infrastructure. The various components of this framework are depicted in Figure 2.
The core component of the framework is the policy optimization module, which searches the most
optimal policies within the policy values’ search space to locate solutions that optimize the business
objectives. Policy optimization is an iterative process, supported by EAs (detailed in Section 4) that
are in charge of finding the most optimal values of the service management policies. During their exe-
cution, the algorithms produce candidate policies whose optimality in comparison with the business
objectives is evaluated iteratively until no better solution can be determined. The EAs are in turn sup-
ported by a process that provides numerical values of the objectives to be optimized. Quantifying the
BIs is pivotal for the algorithms’ search activity, and it is the responsibility of the BI evaluation module.
The latter follows novel and well-defined methods (detailed in Sections 3.2–3.4) that consider network
and service performance information. By correlating such information with business-aware data, they
assign numerical values to the BIs accordingly. BI evaluation is supported by the performance mea-
surement processing module, whose main responsibility is to handle and manage raw monitoring data
from the network simulator such as injected traffic, service invocations, service rejections, and QoS
enjoyed by active users.
The policy optimization component is configured with the parameters shown in the left part of
Figure 2, namely the BI preferences, the resource availability buffers (RABs), and the SLA repository.
BI preferences define desirable BI levels, which are taken into account when generating the policy
configurations. In other words, the enforcement of the policies derived by the optimization process
would result in the most ideal configurations to reach the desired preference levels of the BIs. Another
configuration set concerns the RABs. In the QoS management approach adopted in this work, a RAB
maintains the aggregate demand of subscribed services per traffic trunk (TT), defined as aggregated
traffic flows with the same origin–destination and the same performance requirements. Flows with
different levels of services are aggregated to different TTs. The policy optimization process is driven
by variables and values linked to the TTs of the network.
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Figure 3. The resource availability buffer
Table 1. Structure of the policy configurations catalogue
BI Pareto front
Pareto point
Service management
preferences for BI
a1: BI values
policies for TTa11
set a preferences
  
set a
Service management
policies for TTa1c
     
Pareto point Service management
ab: BI policies for TTab1values
  
Service management
policies for TTabc
BI, business indicator; TT, traffic trunk.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the RAB has two main ranges: traffic injection up to Ramin can be used
with high confidence even at times of congestion, whereas the area between Rwmin and Rmax is risky
because the network cannot provide QoS guarantees [1]. The policy optimization component considers
the RAB to define the search space of the policy values. Section 5 shows how the values of Ramin, Rwmin,
and Rmax are derived in practice. Finally, the SLA repository is another configuration set for the policy
optimization component. The number of service types and their technical specifications formalized
therein represent the basis to quantify the BIs during the optimization process. For example, based on
the contractual SRs, the policy optimization can define whether a service is degraded, at which extent,
and for how long. This way, the effect of degradations (and other SLA-aware aspects) can be correlated
with appropriate BI numerical values.
During the search process, the policy optimization produces candidate policy values, which are fed
to the policy-based simulator. The latter is a modified OPNET toolkit with enhanced functionality to
support the execution of the service management policies on the fly, with capabilities to produce net-
work and service monitoring information during its simulation runs and also with capabilities to be
configured on the fly. When performing simulations, the two configuration data shown in the lower-
left part of Figure 2 are considered. The network topology and features consist of the access and core
routers, links with specific capacities, the TTs of the network, and the DiffServ mapping configurations
of the network infrastructure. The simulation of dynamic network conditions and run-time policy exe-
cution is performed by considering service invocation dynamics. These are provided as inputs to the
simulator in the form of service and invocation patterns, which consist of the service characteristics
and the service invocation periods including durations (service life cycle of observation times ranging
from minutes to hours). This information represents the traffic patterns injected to the network ingress
points. With all these inputs, the policy-based simulator provides to the policy optimization compo-
nent raw network and service monitoring information that represents the result of the deployment of
the candidate policies generated by the optimization component.
The policy optimization component produces optimal policy value sets that are stored in the policy
configuration catalogue. Table 1 illustrates the structure of the catalogue. For a given set of BI prefer-
ences, the policy optimization produces a Pareto front [10]. Each point in a Pareto front is defined by
numerical values of the BIs. These points render the closest optimal BI values in comparison with the
desired levels defined by the BI preferences. For each Pareto point, the optimization process produces
the service management policies for all TTs in the network, which represent the configurations most
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Table 2. Service management policies
ID Policy Description
P1.1 setTCL(TT,TCL) Set the TCL threshold with respect to RAB per TT
P1.2 setSR(TT,SR) Sets the SR of a TT
P2.3 setACth(TT,AC) Sets the AC limit with respect to RAB per TT
AC, admission control; RAB, resource availability buffer; SR, service rate; TCL,
target critical levels; TT, traffic trunk.
aligned to the BI preferences. The operator can thus select from the catalogue the most appropriate
policy configurations for the TTs to manage its network infrastructure. It is worth mentioning that
the policies produced by the framework should be eventually enforced in the actual network. For this
purpose, the produced policies could be distributed through Common Open Policy Service-Policy Pro-
visioning or other protocols (e.g., Simple Object Access Protocol or Network Configuration Protocol),
and eventually, they should be implemented in the network elements (e.g., the edge routers of the
actual policy-based DiffServ/Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) network). The distribution and
implementation of policies are processes that lay out of the scope of this paper.
The service management policies we consider in this work are three for each TT, as shown in Table 2.
These policies perform dynamic control on the number of active services, as well as on the volume of
injected traffic. Policy P1.1 defines a threshold that signals target critical levels (TCL) of traffic and
TCL 2 ŒRamin; Rmax. The closer the TCL is to Ramin, the earlier a notification is issued, whereas val-
ues close to Rmax result in delayed proactive actions. The run-time operation of the dynamic control is
triggered by TCL crossing alarms, which activate policies P1.2 and P1.3 for adjusting the SR and the
dynamic AC threshold .ACth/ of a TT. The ACth, which is in the range ŒRamin; Rmax, controls invoca-
tions of already subscribed services. The lower it is, the less the chances are of an incoming service
being successfully invoked. A new service request will be accepted only if the current utilization of
the relevant TT together with the average rate of that service does not exceed ACth. Finally, the SR
parameter, which is in the range ŒRamin; Rmax, adjusts the SRs of active services. The lower the rate, the
more the degradation experienced by active services.
A key challenge in the proposed framework is the process of evaluating BIs as this has a number
of dependencies including the nature of individual BIs, the network and service measurements, the
technology used to deploy the services, the injected traffic, the amount and dynamics of service invo-
cations, and the enforcement of service management policies. The next three sub-sections elaborate
on the description, relevance, and most importantly, the methodology to evaluate the three BIs consid-
ered in this work: losses due to service invocation rejections (lossInvRjct), losses due to performance
degradation (lossSvcDgd), and service satisfaction (satisSvc).
3.2. Evaluation of losses due to service invocation rejections
This indicator correlates the losses of a network operator with the rejections of service invocations.
When subscribed services are rejected, the operator usually suffers economic penalties. Assigning the
highest importance to this BI over others would imply that the operator prioritizes the acceptance of
all subscribed services irrespective of the network conditions. This can eventually result in network
congestion due to an excess of active services injecting traffic into the network. Congested links can
degrade the performance of active services and thus adversely affect the lossSvcDgd and satisSvc BIs.
The lossInvRjct BI tracks the ratio of rejected to accepted services and is influenced by the TCL and
AC thresholds. It should be noted that the policies setting these thresholds are executed at the ingress
points of each TT, so that the BI is measured while taking into account all TTs in the network and all
service invocations in each TT for a period, that is, observation times ranging from minutes to hours.
In order to evaluate this BI, we propose the following methodology, which applies to each TT i in
the network:
1. The default behavior of the adopted service management approach considers that when the
injected traffic reaches the TCL policy threshold, corrective actions are executed to prevent
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network congestion. A default corrective action is the execution of the AC policy, which results
in the rejection of new service invocations.
2. When the TCL is crossed upwards and the AC policy is enforced, a count of the number of
service rejections is maintained.
3. Service rejections eventually result in the reduction of injected traffic. When the traffic volume
falls below the TCL, new invocations are accepted, and the count for rejected services is stopped.
4. The methodology prescribes returning to step ii and continuing the monitoring of the BI until
the BI evaluation takes place when the observation time has completed.
5. The following expression quantifies this BI at the evaluation phase:
lossInvRjct D
nX
iD1
rjctSvcTTi
rjctSvcTTi C accSvcTTi
(1)
where n is the number of TTs and rjctSvcTTi and accSvcTTi are the total number of rejected and
accepted services in the respective TT. The value of the lossInvRjct indicator lies between zero
and n. A value equal to zero represents that all service invocations are accepted, while a value
equal to n would represent that all service invocations are rejected.
3.3. Evaluation of losses due to performance degradation
Congestion is a result of the network resources not being able to accommodate the volume of injected
traffic. Under such conditions, performance degradation of active services can occur and subsequently
losses for the network operator in the form of penalties because services may not receive their contrac-
tual rates. The lossSvcDgd indicator correlates these losses with the performance of active services at
times of network congestion. Prioritizing this BI over others would result in scenarios where proac-
tive actions prevent network congestion. This would negatively affect the lossInvRjct BI as few active
services will be maintained because of high invocation rejection rates. In contrast, the BI service satis-
faction would be favored as the network would never have congestion, and it would be more probable
that the resulting few active services would be fully satisfied most of the time.
This BI is influenced by the TCL and SR policy settings. The evaluation of this BI as a result of
enforcing these policies considers a given observation time ranging from minutes to hours. To evaluate
this BI, we propose the following methodology, which applies to each TT i in the network:
1. When the volume of traffic is below the TCL, the network is not congested, and the BI is thus
not quantified. When the TCL is exceeded, a default corrective action is adopted to adjust the
rate of active services by means of the SR policy. However, this can result in active services
receiving lower rates than the contracted ones and consequently in service degradation.
2. When congestion occurs, the total number of active services and the volume of injected traffic
are quantified at periodic rates (e.g., based on a monitoring interval of >10 s).
3. The number of active services and volume of injected traffic are used to measure the ratio
between the average rate of the services currently served and the average SRs for the SLAs
allocated in the RAB, which is calculated as follows:
lossSvcDgdTTi D
.TRinTTi/.numSLAsTTi/
.actSvcTTi/.SRSLAsTTi/
(2)
where lossSvcDgdTTi quantifies the BI in TT i and TRinTTi is the total volume of traffic injected
to TT i and actSvcTTi is the number of active SLAs in TT i , both measured at the time of
the evaluation. Finally, numSLAsTTi and SRSLAsTTi are the number of SLAs and the sum of the
contractual SRs allocated in the RAB of TT i , respectively.
4. The BI is quantified only when the injected traffic is above the TCL. When the volume
of injected traffic falls below the TCL, the SR is changed to its original value, and the BI
quantification is stopped.
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5. The system keeps a record of all BI quantifications. By using all BI evaluation records pro-
duced during the simulation (step iv), the average value of lossSvcDgdTTi is computed, which is
denoted as lossSvcDgdavgTTi. The value of this BI over all TTs in the network is given by
lossSvcDgd D n 
nX
iD1
lossSvcDgdavgTTi (3)
where n is the number of TTs. The value of the lossSvcDgd lies between zero and n. A value
equal to zero represents that all services have enjoyed at least the average contracted SRs allo-
cated in the RABs of the network during congestion, while a value equal to n would represent
that none of the services have enjoyed at least the average contracted SRs allocated in the RABs
during congestion as well.
3.4. Evaluation of service satisfaction
Contrary to the lossSvcDgd indicator that correlates losses with the performance of active services
only during network congestion, the satisSvc indicator correlates the business impact of the level of
service satisfaction during the whole life cycle of services, namely because service invocations are
accepted until their lifetime has ended. Prioritizing this BI over the others would imply that services
receive high rates for most of the time at the expense of sacrificing the number of accepted services and
hence affecting the lossInvRjct BI. In contrast, prioritizing this BI would have a positive effect on the
lossSvcDgd BI because SRs would rarely be degraded and hence congestion would be highly unlikely.
In order to measure this BI, we propose the following methodology, which applies to each TT i in
the network:
1. The BI is quantified during the whole service life cycle, and it is quantified considering two net-
work states: (a) when network resources are not highly utilized and (b) when network resources
are heavily utilized.
2. In order to define the state of the network, the methodology considers the percentage of uti-
lization of the shared links supporting a given TT. The link utilization is periodically monitored
at intervals of >10 s, which is the granularity of BI evaluations on each TT. The link monitor-
ing functionality on which our methodology relies is supported by the policy-based network
simulator described in Section 3.1.
3. Contracted SRs are formalized in SLAs. In the case where services inject traffic at rates lower
than the contracted ones, they are considered fully satisfied. When the utilization of all shared
links along a given TT is below 85%, we consider that the network is not highly utilized, that
services are injecting the desired traffic, and that they are fully satisfied. In these conditions, the
BI is assigned with the maximum value when it is evaluated.
4. Services may be prevented from sending traffic at their desired rates because of overutilized
network links that are shared between multiple TTs. When the network resources are heavily
utilized, the BI is evaluated by considering the ratio between the average rate of the services cur-
rently served and the average SRs for the SLAs allocated in the RAB. This ratio is periodically
computed, and the results are used for deriving the average value of the BI over a simulation
execution.
5. Taking into account all the aforementioned considerations, this BI is evaluated by a combination
of the maximum values corresponding to periods of full satisfaction and also when the network
is heavily utilized as follows:
satisSvcTTi D
´
1; if any shared link’s capacity in TT i < 85%
.TRinTTi /.numSLAsTTi/
.actSvcTTi/.SRSLAsTTi /
; if any shared link’s capacity in TT i  85% (4)
where satisSvcTTi quantifies the BI in TT i , TRinTTi is the total volume of traffic injected to TT
i , and actSvcTTi is the number of active SLAs in TT i , with the latter two measured at the time
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of the evaluation. On the other hand, numSLAsTTi and SRSLAsTTi are the number of SLAs and the
sum of the contractual SRs allocated in the RAB of TT i , respectively.
6. Taking into account the latter considerations, step (v) certainly implies that BI satisSvcTTi is
evaluated periodically until the observation time ends. Considering the number and value of
each BI evaluation recorded during the simulation, the average of satisSvcTTi is calculated, and
it is denoted as satisSvcavgTTi.
7. Finally, the value of this BI over all TTs in the network can be computed by the following
expression:
satisSvc D n 
nX
iD1
satisSvcavgTTi (5)
where n is the number of TTs in the network. The value of the satisSvc indicator lies between
zero and n. A value equal to zero represents that all services have enjoyed at least the average
contracted rates allocated in the RABs during the whole service provision. A value of satisSv
equal to n would represent that none of the services have enjoyed at least the average contracted
SRs allocated in the RABs during their provisioning cycle.
4. BUSINESS-DRIVEN OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION
The three BIs are evaluated for a given observation time carried out with a simulation run. Moreover, it
is necessary to repeat the simulation iteratively in order to find the most appropriate candidate param-
eters of the policies to fulfill the desired business goals. This is the ultimate target of the optimization
process that we describe hereafter.
4.1. Computational intelligence background
This section gives preliminary information on optimization techniques as background support for the
solution proposed in this paper.
4.1.1. Multi-objective problem definitions
Optimization is the procedure of determining and comparing feasible solutions until no better solution
can be found [3]. The solutions are considered good or bad in terms of an objective. However, most
real-world problems have different objectives that need to be optimized simultaneously. This is also
known as a MOO problem or MOP for short. When optimizing this sort of problems, the optimum
terms are defined as a set of good trade-off solutions where each one is an efficient solution to the prob-
lem. The MOP can be formally stated as follows (we assume that all objectives are equally important,
and without loss of generality, we will refer only to minimization problems):
Minimize F.X/ D Œf1.X/; f2.X/; : : : ; fM .X/T (6)
subject to X 2 F, where X is a decision vector with d decision variables, F.X/ is the M -dimensional
objective vector .X  2/, fm.X/ is the m-th objective function .fm W Rd ! R/, and F is the feasible
region.
In this case, the goal is to determine, from among all X 2 F, the particular X that yields the
optimum value for all the objective functions. However, it is unusual that there is a single solution
simultaneously optimizing all the (potentially conflicting) objectives. Instead, there is a need to find a
set of trade-off solutions.
The most commonly adopted notion of optimality is the so-called Pareto optimality [10], which is
based on the Pareto dominance relation. The latter is defined as follows: given two solutions X; Y 2 F,
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we say that X Pareto-dominates Y, denoted by X  Y, if and only if
8m 2 ¹1; 2; : : : M º W fm.X/  fm.Y /^ (7)
9m 2 ¹1; 2; : : : M º W fm.X/ < fm.Y / (8)
otherwise, we say that Y is non-dominated with respect to X. Finally, we say that a point X 2 F is
Pareto optimal if there is no X 2 F, such that X  X. The set of all X 2 F satisfying this condition
constitutes the Pareto optimal set, whose image in the objective space is called the Pareto front or
trade-off surface.
In the case of the optimization problem presented in this paper, the objective vector F.X/ models
the evaluations of the BIs, which are computed with the help of the policy-based network simulations.
The Pareto front includes all X points where each point gives the values of the decision variables
that yield the most optimum values for all BIs. The decision variables model the policy values for
the service management policies applying to each TT, whose enforcement would optimize the BIs at
run time.
4.1.2. Need for surrogate models
The popularity of MOO has promoted the development of classical techniques from operations
research that can produce high-quality solutions under certain conditions [11]. Even though many
optimization problems have been successfully solved using classical techniques, many others have
not been solved because of the lack of ideal conditions to work properly. Additionally, classical tech-
niques usually produce a single solution, and therefore, it is required to execute the algorithm several
times in order to produce the desired number of trade-off solutions, increasing with this the number
of fitness function evaluations and thus computational complexity. Moreover, when the search space
is large, rugged, and highly restricted and the functions are not differentiable, classical techniques are
not effective. EAs are bio-inspired metaheuristics that have been successfully used to solve such prob-
lems. The main advantage of these algorithms is their ability to find multiple efficient solutions in one
single simulation run. Thus, EAs are an ideal alternative for solving MOPs.
Evolutionary algorithms are population-based techniques that perform a multidimensional search,
finding more than one solution within an execution. Furthermore, EAs have been found to locate solu-
tions close to the global optimum even in highly rugged search spaces. Therefore, it is not coincidence
that EAs are successfully applied to several MOPs. However, despite their success, when dealing with
computationally expensive real-world optimization problems, even these approaches can fail when the
number of the fitness function evaluations required to give acceptable results is high and exceeds the
available computation time. For this reason, research in EA has proposed several strategies to improve
the efficiency of existing approaches. One possible development to achieve this goal is to approximate
as much as possible the behavior of such expensive optimization functions, using a fraction of the
required computation time. These are called surrogate models (also known as metamodels, emulators,
reduced models, approximate models, or response surface models).
A surrogate model is an approximation of a simulation used to construct simpler and lower-
computational-cost models; if the original simulation is represented as f .x/ and the surrogate model
is represented as f 0.x/, then, f 0.x/ D f .x/ C e.x/, where e.x/ is the approximated error. The inter-
nal behavior of f .x/ does not need to be known (or understood); only the input/output behavior is
important.2 A model is constructed based on the response of the simulator to a limited number of intel-
ligently chosen data points. Metamodels generate simple models that capture relations between the
relevant information of the input and output variables.
4.2. Surrogate optimization solution
This section describes the algorithmic developments made to address the optimization problem
presented in this paper.
2This is known as behavior modeling or black-box modeling.
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The simulation process on which the optimization procedure relies is very time-consuming. BIs are
evaluated by considering the results of observations made through network simulations, which can take
dozens of minutes per simulation run depending on observation time, the topology, service features,
and the computational resources available to execute the simulations.
An appropriate surrogate-based optimization approach that could easily deal with the aforemen-
tioned complexity and that can provide efficient results for more than 10 variables has been adopted.
The tune-adaptive metamodel-assisted algorithm (TAMAAL) [9] has been applied to solve the policy
optimization problem addressed in this paper.
The TAMAAL intersperses evaluations in the metamodel and the evaluation of BIs, and it uses
the results of the BI evaluation to feed back the metamodel, thus improving its accuracy. Previous
research [12] compared four meta-modeling techniques: radial basis functions [13], support vector
regression [14], Kriging design and analysis of computer experiments [15], and polynomial regres-
sion [16], according to their accuracy, robustness, efficiency, and scalability with the aim to identify
advantages and drawbacks of each meta-modeling technique. This work did not identify a clear win-
ner among the meta-modeling techniques considered, but each metamodel outperformed the others in
specific test functions. We used eight scalable unconstrained global multi-objective test function prob-
lems from the specialized literature that consider both the number of local minima and the shape of the
Pareto front, containing characteristics that are representative of what can be considered ‘difficult’ in
MOO research problems. Therefore, TAMAAL was designed to find the best surrogate approach to be
used at a given time for a given problem. This goal is achieved through online adaptation. TAMAAL
starts with several meta-modeling techniques and selects the best one according to a metric responsi-
ble for measuring the performance of each technique. A block diagram of the TAMAAL approach is
shown in Figure 4, and a brief explanation of its main components is provided hereafter.
Figure 4. Components of the tune-adaptive metamodel-assisted algorithm approach
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4.2.1. Initialization of the population
Like most EAs, TAMAAL initializes its population using randomly generated solutions. It uses the
Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method [17] to achieve this goal, because it is well known that meta-
models require a proper distribution of points in order to achieve good accuracy. Therefore, TAMAAL
uses the LHS method to create the initial population P0 of size N . In the context of the optimization
problem considered in this paper, the population is a random selection of policy values with which the
network simulation will be assessed to evaluate the BIs.
4.2.2. Select exploitable areas
The TAMAAL uses a subpopulation scheme in order to guide its effort to promissory regions.3 This
scheme improves the diversity of solutions and prevents the algorithm from becoming trapped in local
optima. Also, TAMAAL uses this scheme to search more efficiently, because it assigns different sub-
populations to different regions of the search space. To achieve this, TAMAAL clusters the main
population in the variable decision space, and if a cluster has promissory solutions, it is selected to
become a subpopulation to perform exploitation; otherwise, the cluster is discarded. With the previ-
ous procedures, TAMAAL ensures the selection of non-dominated solutions well distributed on the
Pareto front.
4.2.3. Exploit a reduced area using a subpopulation
Once the promissory regions are identified, an independent exploitation process is performed on each
subpopulation. This process begins by improving the knowledge of the subpopulation. The metamodel
is subsequently trained and optimized, and the best individuals found by the optimization process
will be evaluated using the simulation-based BI evaluation process and added to the main population.
For improving the knowledge, TAMAAL uses previously stored solutions that are close to the region
of the subpopulation at hand. To achieve this, it encloses the subpopulation using a hypersquare, and
then the boundaries of such hypersquare are relaxed by 10%. This operation looks for a wider opening
on the search, such that better results are obtained. For this purpose, an external archive that contains
solutions evaluated in past generations is used. Then, the subpopulation at hand is filled using the
solutions of the external archive enclosed in the hypersquare.
4.2.4. External archive delimitation
The external archive is empty at the beginning of the algorithm execution, and then it is filled with those
solutions evaluated so far with the simulation-based BI evaluation process. However, because memory
is constrained, the size of the external archive is limited to a maximum value, and the approach retains
the closest solution to the centroid of each cluster.
4.2.5. Training and optimizing the metamodels
One meta-modeling approach is created for each objective using the extended subpopulation. Once the
meta-modeling is created, a training process starts. After training, the metamodel result is optimized
with a MOO algorithm. In this case, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II [18] is used, and
it is executed for a few iterations.
4.2.6. Choosing and evaluating the best individuals
After each surrogate model is optimized with the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II,
TAMAAL selects the best solutions obtained, and it evaluates them with the simulation-based BI
evaluation process.
3A promissory region is an area within the search space that could bring the algorithm to an optimal area in terms of
the target objectives.
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4.2.7. Preserving diversity
The TAMAAL has been designed to have premature convergence. Therefore, a variation operator
is applied. TAMAAL uses a real-parameter mutation operator to mutate the best solutions from the
previous step. These solutions are evaluated with the simulation-based BI evaluation process, and they
are stored in the external archive.
4.2.8. Reducing the population size
The TAMAAL uses a rank-based approach to maintain a fixed population size of the solutions found.
4.3. Assigning preferences to business indicators
The optimization algorithm outlined previously treats all objectives equally. This means that it pro-
duces a Pareto front that includes points (solutions), in which each point represents policy values
whose enforcement produces optimal results for all BIs (objective functions). However, network oper-
ators should have the means to prioritize or to assign preferences to the BIs. For this purpose, we have
enhanced the previous optimization algorithm with an a priori decision-making method in which the
network operator would provide knowledge about preferred solutions before the optimization process
begins. The method adopted for this work to incorporate the user’s preference into TAMAAL is the
G-dominance [19]. The resulting approach is called G-TAMAAL.
G-Dominance was proposed by Molina et al. [19] as variation of the Pareto dominance in order to
incorporate the decision maker’s preferences into any meta-heuristic approach. This preference incor-
poration can follow an a priori or interactive approach. G-Dominance refers to a small fitness function
modification (placed right after the computation of the fitness function value) that uses penalization as
the strategy to assign preferences.
The administrator incorporates its BI preferences for the multi-objective policy optimization pro-
cess through the use of a scalarizing function based on a reference point (named reference point g)
that drives the penalization strategy. Each computed solution is compared with this point in order to
evaluate the dominance relationship. The approach penalizes those solutions that are non-dominated
with respect to the selected g reference point, or that are dominated by the g reference point (the only
solutions that will not be penalized are those that dominate the g reference point ). To achieve such a
penalization, this approach uses flags that divide the space according to the g reference point. A flag
is defined as
Flagg.f / D
8<
:
0 if fi  gi 8i D 1; : : : ; p
1 if gi  fi 8i D 1; : : : ; p
2 otherwise
where f is a point (in the objective space) and g is a reference point. In this manner, the solutions that
satisfy all the aspiration levels are preferred over those partially satisfied solutions. For instance, flags
are calculated for all solutions. Solutions with flag equal to 1 and 2 will be penalized.
In Figure 5, we can graphically see the different values obtained by the computation of the flag. In
this case, we are interested in those solutions that dominate the g reference point.
It is worth mentioning that the TAMAAL and G-TAMAAL approaches were developed explicitly
to handle the complexity of the research problem addressed in this paper.
5. VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS
This section describes the experiments conducted to validate the policy optimization framework. As
described earlier, we rely on a policy-driven network simulator based on OPNET to simulate the
network and service behaviors and on additional software (BI evaluation, performance measurement
processing, and EAs) developed to assess the framework functionality. The developed software can be
made available to the interested reader upon request.
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Figure 5. Flags based on a feasible g reference point
5.1. Experimentation scenario setup
This section describes the experimentation scenario setup that was used to validate the optimization
framework. The setup is configured according to the settings defined by network topology and features,
SLA repository, RABs, and service and invocation patterns. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the
framework functionality is not restricted to the configurations presented in the following.
5.1.1. Network topology and features
The optimization process is applied to a network infrastructure that consists of 13 nodes and 18
links with the topology shown in Figure 6. The infrastructure has been configured in OPNET to sup-
port QoS provisioning in a DiffServ/MPLS-enabled network. The scenario considers six TTs whose
ingress/egress points are the following label edge routers (LER): TT1 [LER1–LER5], TT2 [LER2–
LER4], TT3 [LER1–LER4], TT4 [LER2–LER6], TT5 [LER3–LER5], and TT6 [LER3–LER6]. The
ingress/egress points are configured with MPLS tunnels, and all routers are DiffServ enabled. All links
are E1 links with a capacity of 2.048 Mbps.
5.1.2. Service-level agreement repository
The SLA repository contains information about subscribed SLAs. We consider a provider that classifies
services as medium (medQlty) and high quality (highQlty), supporting a total of 30 SLAs from which
15 SLAs are medQlty and 15 SLAs are highQlty services. The DiffServ QoS classes assigned are AF11
for medQlty services and AF41 for highQlty services. medQlty SLAs are served by TT1, TT2, and
TT4, while highQlty SLAs are served by TT3, TT5, and TT6 (Figure 6). The SLAs specify an average
rate per service based on which a total average rate (TAR) per TT is estimated. The TARs are used for
the calculation of the RAB described in the following.
5.1.3. Resource availability buffer
In the adopted QoS management approach, the calculation of the RAB is the result of a dimensioning
process that considers almost satisfied .FctrAS/ and fully satisfied .FctrFS/ factors and the TAR of the
offered services per TT. These factors are used to estimate minimum and maximum traffic demands
(TD) per TT, which are in turn calculated with the following expressions:
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Figure 6. Network topology and traffic trunks
TDmin D .1  FctrAS/.TAR/ (9)
TDmax D .1 C FctrFS/.TAR/ (10)
We consider a provider that defines FctrAS D 0:3 and FctrFS D 0:2 for medQlty services and
FctrAS D 0:4 and FctrFS D 0:3 for highQlty services. TDmin defines the Ramin value of the RAB. On
the other hand, Rwmin is determined by considering the TDmin values (i.e., Ramin) of the TTs that share
physical links. To do this, we first determine the available spare resources after the sum of Ramin values
of the TTs sharing links has been subtracted from the shared link that has the least capacity (the
capacity of a shared link is the maximum available for the TTs sharing such link). The spare resources
are allocated to the TTs sharing a link proportionally, according to their TDmax value. The result of this
allocation is added to the Ramin values of the TTs to define the Rwmin values. In the considered topology,
there are three shared links: TT2 and TT3 share links LSR1–LSR2, TT1 and TT6 share links LSR2–
LSR5, and finally, TT4 and TT5 share links LSR4–LSR7. Finally, Rmax is calculated by subtracting
the sum of the Ramin values of the TTs sharing resources from the capacity of the shared link. Table 3
summarizes the scenario setup.
5.1.4. Service and invocation patterns
The service and invocation patterns define the features of the traffic volume injected into the network.
In our scenario, traffic is injected from sites 1 to 30, where each TT serves five sites at a time (e.g.,
sites 1–5 served by TT1).
We consider bundled FTP, email, and HTTP services that are invoked from each site according to
an invocation pattern that consists of an SLA service active time (amount of time a site uses a bundled
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Table 3. Summary of experimentation setup
RAB (Mbps)
Traffic Service QoS No. of TAR per Ramin Rwmin Rmax
trunk quality class SLAs TT (Mbps)
TT1 medQlty AF11 5 0.50 0.35 0.959 1.568
TT2 medQlty AF11 5 0.70 0.49 0.984 1.478
TT3 highQlty AF41 5 0.95 0.57 1.064 1.558
TT4 medQlty AF11 5 0.55 0.38 0.991 1.598
TT5 highQlty AF41 5 0.80 0.48 1.089 1.698
TT6 highQlty AF41 5 0.75 0.45 1.056 1.663
QoS, quality of service; RAB, resource availability buffer; SLA, service-level
agreement; TAR, total average rate; TT, traffic trunk.
Table 4. Invocation patterns
Traffic Site service Site invocation Minimum Mean Maximum
trunk active time (s) time (s) invocations per TT invocations per TT invocations per TT
TT1 60 20 5 15.37 20
TT2 65 20 5 18.15 20
TT3 80 30 5 13.7 15
TT4 70 20 5 18.15 20
TT5 85 30 5 15 20
TT6 75 30 5 13.33 20
Table 5. Application configurations
Application Parameter Distribution Value
FTP Inter-request time Constant 3 sFile size Constant 1.9 MB
E-mail Inter-arrival time Poisson 3 sE-mail size Poisson 0.5 MB
HTTP
Page interval Exponential 3 s
Object size Constant 1 MB
Image Constant 50 kB
Large image Constant 20 kB
service with a given SLA) and an inter-invocation time (mean time between consecutive invocations).
We consider an observation time of 5 min and the invocation patterns shown in Table 4. These patterns
result in a minimum, maximum, and mean numbers of concurrent service invocations per TT, also
shown in Table 4.
Finally, the setup is concluded with the definition of the service characteristics. With this regard,
the solution presented in this paper has been evaluated by considering the dynamics of network events
and the dynamics of end-user service usage. For testing purposes, the latter have been defined as
bundles of FTP, Web browsing, and email applications modeled with the features shown in Table 5. We
have selected these TCP-based applications and their features with the aim to evaluate the proposed
framework under resource-starving applications. Moreover, the applicability of the solution is by no
means limited to these applications. In fact, the solution is robust in that it can consider the dynamics
and features of all types of end-user traffic.
5.2. Experimentation results optimizing all business indicators
This section presents the results of the validation scenario targeting the optimization of all BIs being
treated equally. This represents a situation where the service provider has no specific preference in any
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Figure 7. Pareto front points optimizing all business indicators: satisSvc, lossSvcDgd, and lossInvRjct.
AC, admission control; SR, service rate; TCL, target critical level
of the three considered BIs. Hence, we run the proposed solution framework with a preference set D
Œ0; 0; 0 for the satisSvc, lossSvcDgd, and lossInvRjct BIs, respectively. The result consists of the Pareto
front with the points defined by the closest BI values for that BI preference set D Œ0; 0; 0. The Pareto
front obtained is shown in Figure 7. It includes the most optimal solutions found by the optimization
framework after 31 execution runs, for which, in each execution run, the framework’s TAMAAL has
performed 1000 evaluations over the real function (OPNET-based simulation), rendering a total of
31,000 simulations.
Specifically, the optimization process produced a total of 460 service management policy sets
grouped in 41 Pareto front points shown in Figure 7. This means that points with identical numerical
BI values result in different policy sets. Table 6 presents a basic statistical analysis of the 460 policy
sets from which two aspects deserve special analysis: (i) the policy sets of the point with the highest
statistical mode4 (point 36) and (ii) the policy set of the knee point (point 38), that is, the point with
the lower Euclidean distance to the origin (BI preferences [0,0,0] in BIs satisSvc, lossSvcDgd, and
lossInvRjct). These two aspects are briefly analyzed hereafter.
The Pareto front point with the highest mode (point 36 in Table 6) is statistically representative of
the most popular policy sets for the same optimal numerical values of all the BIs. Analyzing the 196
policy sets of this point, we found that there is no dominant region for policy values among the derived
sets. An example of this behavior is depicted in Figure 8, which shows the distribution of the service
management policy values for TT1 of point 36. This makes it evident that the numerical values of
the BIs are influenced by the combination of policy values of all TTs in the network, and they do not
depend necessarily on closed regions within the RAB of the TTs.
The knee in the Pareto front (point 38) has a Euclidean distance to the origin equal to 0.39836587,
and it outperformed the rest of the 460 points. This point has only one set of service management
policies (statistical mode equal to 1). From this, we conclude that very popular points in the Pareto
front (e.g., those of point 36) do not necessarily coincide with the best alternative to maximize the
network business value. The operator would deploy the policy set of the knee point in the real network
to optimize equally all the BIs. The associated policy values are shown in Table 7.
5.3. Experimental results prioritizing business indicators
This section provides validation results for cases where the network operator wishes to establish prefer-
ences among the BIs, that is, not treating all BIs equally, and evaluates the capability of the framework
4The mode is the value that appears most often in a data set.
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Table 6. Pareto front points that optimize all business indicators
to find specific solutions defined by a reference point. The only guideline the network administrator
should use to define a reference point lies on setting up values that model tolerance percentage values
for each BI, normalized to the number of TTs in the network. Consider that the following tolerance
values are defined by the administrator: (i) a maximum of 16% service rejections (tolerance for loss-
InvRjct BI); (ii) no less than 11.6% of services enjoying at least the average contracted SRs allocated
in the RABs during congestion (tolerance for lossSvcDgd BI); and (iii) a guarantee that no less than
7.6% of services have enjoyed at least the average contracted rates allocated in the RABs during the
whole service provision (tolerance for the satisSvc BI). The aforementioned percentage values nor-
malized to the six TTs of our running scenario result to the following numerical values for satisSvc,
lossSvcDgd, and lossInvRjct, respectively: [0.46, 0.7, 0.98]. With these BI preferences and considering
the configuration setup described earlier, the framework produced the Pareto front shown in Figure 9,
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Figure 8. Distribution of policy values for TT1 for point 36
Table 7. Values for policies of the knee point
Policy value Policy values for TT1–TT6 (bps)
Target critical level 1,383,730 1,546,095 1,187,704 663,278 1,500,438 805,318
Service rate 1,270,876 729,770 1,024,479 534,309 705,286 1,163,111
Admission control threshold 1,029,852 1,110,586 1,203,230 723,575 1,432,216 489,520
Figure 9. Pareto front points with preferences in the business indicators. AC, admission control; SR,
service rate; TCL, target critical level
which plots the most optimal solutions found by the optimization framework, that is, the ones closest
to the BI preferences.
The optimization process produced 570 service management policy value sets in the 26 Pareto front
points shown in Figure 9. Table 8 presents a basic statistical analysis of the 570 policy sets.
The Pareto front point with the highest mode (point 8 in Table 8) produced 153 policy sets. For
this solution-specific search, the framework produced policy values falling in dominant regions as
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Table 8. Pareto front points with business indicator preferences
graphically exemplified in the service management policies values for TT1, TT2, and TT3 in Figure 10.
This makes it evident that for solutions targeting specific BI preferences, it is expected that the most
popular solutions will mostly tend towards specific policy values. The knee point has eight service
management policy configuration sets. The result of simple statistical analysis of these sets is shown
in Table 9, which includes the configurations that have the highest statistical mode per TT and policy
value (grey-shaded configurations in Table 9). From this, we conclude that for solutions targeting
specific BI preferences, it is also expected that the knee point has dominant solutions that tend towards
specific policy values. The operator would deploy the policy set 6 of the knee point in the real network
to reach the aspiration levels in the BI preferences.
6. RELATED WORK
The work presented in this paper is related to relevant works in the areas of network resource man-
agement, policy-based management, business-driven management, and computational intelligence’s
MOO. A non-exhaustive list of related works in the aforementioned areas is briefly described in
this section.
Traditional practices for managing network resources are based on some optimization objective such
as minimizing the maximum link utilization or the network cost [20] or load balancing optimization
[21]. These do not take into account higher-level business objectives and can thus result to network
configurations that are not profitable. The performance of services offered by ISPs is an important fac-
tor that reflects on the reputation of providers and subsequently on the number of subscriptions they can
attract, and also on potential penalties that can apply [22]. The previous work of Xiao and Boutaba [23]
investigated models that link network service performance, customer behavior, and market dynamics
to profit, while Duan et al. [24] evaluate revenue generation as a function of link traffic volume, service
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Figure 10. Distribution of policy values for TT1, TT2, and TT3 for point 8. AC, admission control;
SR, service rate; TCL, target critical level
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access time, and QoS levels. These focus on optimizing individual BIs (revenue/profit) in isolation,
whereas our approach considers multiple objectives jointly when producing network configurations.
Policy-based management has been applied in various application domains to guide the configura-
tion of resources. Flegkas et al. [25] focused on network dimensioning policies, while a comprehensive
policy set covering traffic engineering and service management operations for IP networks was pre-
sented by Charalambides et al. [26]. Closer to our research is the work on policy refinement, which
is the process of translating high-level objectives to low-level configuration policies. Representative
examples include the works of Rubio-Loyola et al. [27,28] and Bandara et al. [29], which developed
refinement approaches for the QoS management domain. These, however, are limited to refining tech-
nical objectives, such as managing traffic fluctuations or minimizing the number of SLA violations,
and they do not consider optimization of higher-level business objectives. The policy continuum and a
policy authoring process are described by Davy et al. [30], who propose an approach to assess policy
analysis of candidate policies (either newly created or modified) with already deployed policies so that
potential policy conflicts are fed back to the policy author. The approach is mostly oriented to detect
conflicts and policy consistency, and it is not aimed at maximizing the business value of the underly-
ing infrastructure as considered in this paper. A business-driven SLA refinement and optimization into
low-level policy configuration are presented by Aib and Boutaba [31], with a case study on incident
management in utility data centers. Only raw monetary profit was used as a BI, as opposed to the wider
range considered in this paper.
A popular application domain of business-driven management is that of IT systems. Tosic [32] and
Lu and Tosic [33] considered multiple BIs to guide the adaptation of Web service compositions and
have also developed a policy language to express business value metrics [34]. Apart from the diffi-
culty in assigning values to these metrics, a simplified method for determining the combined business
value (monetary) may result to sub-optimal adaptation decisions. The same drawback is shared by the
solution proposed by Bartolini and Salle [35], which dealt with the prioritization of service incidents
according to their business impact. The total impact of these incidents is based on a linear relation-
ship with the various BIs. Li and Zhan [36] use machine learning to optimize change management
processes. They evaluate the optimality of the resulting decisions according to two BIs, but these are
not used to drive the configuration. BIs were also used by Bartolini et al. [37] to assess the perfor-
mance of IT support organization configurations by acting as constraints to define the space of possible
solutions. The business impact of service component placement reconfigurations in federated cloud
environments was part of an optimization process proposed by Foschini and Tortonesi [38]. The impact
model used is rather simple and mainly considers service violation penalties. The finding of price and
QoS trade-offs among service providers in competitive environments is analyzed by Maillé et al. [39],
where decision dependencies and equilibrium compromises are studied by an induction method. The
scenarios analyzed however treat the optimization of price settings in isolated scenarios like price per
congestion, price per flow unit, and price per flow distribution, contrary to the global MOP addressed
in this paper that considers the service life cycle and the dynamic network conditions.
Multi-objective optimization with surrogate models is not new; a wide variety of techniques that use
them have been proposed in the past [5–8]. The ParEGO [7] has been the most notorious metamodel-
based evolutionary multi-objective approach to date. ParEGO uses the Kriging design and analysis of
computer experiments metamodel construction technique to model the objective functions. To create
the Pareto front, ParEGO uses a series of vectors to assign weighted values to the objective functions
according to their importance. At each iteration, a new candidate point is determined by a procedure
called expected improvement maximization. Although ParEGO has been well tested in different sce-
narios, its performance decreases rapidly as the number of variables rises [6,9]. Results indicate that
ParEGO can significantly reduce its performance when the number of function valuations has more
variables. This is a drawback inherited from the Kriging design and analysis of computer experi-
ments approach. Unfortunately, ParEGO cannot replace this approach. The most notorious advance
to the state of the art of the work presented in this paper is the TAMAAL approach. TAMAAL is a
surrogate model that intersperses evaluations in the metamodel and the simulation-based evaluation
to improve its accuracy. The core difference of TAMAAL with the state of the art is that TAMAAL
adapts its behavior to follow the best alternative of four meta-modeling techniques on the fly, accord-
ing to run-time conditions. TAMAAL defines internally a metamodel performance metric based on
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accuracy, robustness, efficiency, and scalability. This approach is ideal to address the optimization
problem targeted in this research, which is computationally expensive and has more than 10 variables.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper described an offline optimization framework that determines service management policy
configurations that optimize the business value of the network infrastructure. The approach relies on
the representation of business strategies as BIs that have been modeled as objective functions of mea-
surable parameters of the network infrastructure. The paper contributes to the state of the art with the
development of a concrete methodology to quantify the objective functions in a business-driven man-
agement approach that can effectively drive the optimization process. To quantify BIs, we acknowledge
the importance of considering dynamic network events, service usage, delivered QoS, and the relations
of these with management functions in the network infrastructure.
Another important gap addressed in the paper is the lack of effective optimization methods for the
multi-objective and computationally expensive optimization problem targeted by this research. In this
regard, we developed an appropriate surrogate-based optimization approach, namely TAMAAL, which
effectively dealt with the complexity of the target problem and generated solutions for cases with which
current solutions cannot cope and are not efficient, that is, for a large number of function evaluations.
The solution presented in this paper was fully implemented in software components to assess the
framework functionality. The practicality and effectiveness of our approach were demonstrated with
the execution of an illustrative scenario that showed the robustness of the proposed concepts. Statistical
analysis demonstrated that the proposed framework can be an efficient and powerful tool to improve
the business value of network infrastructures. To the best of our knowledge, a holistic solution like
the one presented in this paper has not been described in the literature, and as such, it represents an
important contribution of the paper.
The evaluation results demonstrate the framework’s feasibility in maximizing the business value of a
network infrastructure. The approach has been designed as an offline process that could assist operators
to make better decisions on how to manage the network infrastructure according to business-oriented
guidelines. In this paper, our approach has been developed and validated in the context of a DiffServ
QoS management; however, the framework could be applied in other domains, for example, cloud
infrastructures, where configuration parameters need to be optimized from a business viewpoint. The
challenging issues in adapting our framework to other domains are the formal considerations needed
to associate the managed system performance and customer behavior with concrete business aspects
of the target domain. Future work will be directed to explore this research area.
We developed and validated a framework to determine policy configurations that find trade-offs
among business objectives by taking into account a MOO approach. Future work involves the study of
strategies to maximize business value and the quality of provided services under different application
domains like software-defined networks and network function virtualization. In particular, multi-
objective techniques can be applied in this domain to find trade-offs among contradictory objectives
like energy saving, QoS provision, and resource utilization.
The BIs considered in this work are typical of an access network’s operator. Future work would be
directed to find a trade-off between self-organizing networks) Long-term Evolution functions, which
by nature inherently have conflicts due to incompatibility of their management actions.
Other areas that will be targeted are the optimization of pricing strategies and customer frustration
reactions to service degradation. We expect these two important aspects to have a direct impact on ser-
vice usage, service subscription, and invocation for network and service providers. This may possibly
require the elaboration of more complex business strategies and possibly the involvement of realistic
models of customer reactions to price and service disruptions, which have been left out of this paper.
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